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QUESTION 1

If you are planning to implement custom menus, which factor should you consider? 

A. They cannot be used to open default dashboards. 

B. They are automatically deleted if all their associated user accounts are deleted. 

C. They are unavailable to users until an administrator edits a role to include the menu and assigns it to a user. 

D. They should be created by administrators for every user so that each dashboard a user needs is always readily
available on one or more custom menus. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When you configure tenant-aware monitoring using service tiers, you can configure change detection functionality. Why
might you configure change detection? 

A. To define event thresholds 

B. To discover new devices in the monitored environment 

C. To configure how often the system checks for changes in device components 

D. To check collections have been added,changed,or removed from monitoring profiles 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When planning menus for dashboards, which guideline should you follow? 

A. Never add custom dashboards to a default menu. 

B. Share custom menus between tenants with similar needs. 

C. Use the Manage Menus page to organize dashboards in a meaningful way. 

D. If specific dashboards should not be available to a user,add them to a menu as a dimmed menu item. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

To log into a specific server and uninstall a Data Collector, which account do you use? 

A. Root 
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B. Admin 

C. IT Operator 

D. Any user with access to the server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In CA Performance Center, groups are organized in the Groups Tree. Which features characterize the Groups Tree?
(Choose two) 

A. Its root level is called the Root Group node. 

B. It is used when an administrator manages groups. 

C. It includes the Defined Tenants sub-tree for groups in a tenant space. 

D. It includes a sub-node in the Defined Tenants sub-tree for Default Space groups. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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